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System Specification
Opera 206 - 2 exchange lines, 6 extensions.
Opera 308 - 3 exchange lines, 8 extensions.

Telephones Loop-disconnect (LD), or multifrequency (MF) with timed break recall.

Exchange line Loop calling unguarded clearing, loop-disconnect or multifrequency
signalling.

Exchange ports The exchange ports within the Opera are suitable for connection to BT
PSTN circuits.  Under no circumstances must the connections be made
between BS6301 marked ports and other ports.

Extension ports The extension ports within the Opera are suitable for connection to
apparatus complying with BS6301 and are labelled:

                                 "WARNING: CONNECT ONLY APPARATUS COMPLYING WITH BS6301 TO THE PORTS."

Only simple telephone/apparatus approved for direct connection to the
PSTN and which:

(a) have connection arrangements that comply with BS6317, clause 3
(b) are of correct signalling type

should be connected to the ports.  The best overall performance will be
obtained by using extension telephones of impedance class (a) of clause
4.3.2. 1 of BS6305:1982

Extension cable Use approved two wire cable of maximum length 250 metres of 0.5mm
copper wire or equivalent (less than 46 ohms).

Extension       Connect the extension telephones to the extension
sockets               cables via master line jacks (LJU2/4A).

Warning        If a telephone is connected in parallel with the exchange lines:

"During dialling, the Opera may tinkle the bells in the other telephones
sharing the same line.  This is not a fault - we advise you not to call your
Fault Repair Service."

Power Power supply requirements:

* 240 Volts AC + 10%
* 50 Hertz
* 12 Watts

Mains supply IMPORTANT
connection The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following

code:

Blue - Neutral Brown Live
Brown - Live
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As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus may not
correspond with the coloured markings identifying the terminals of your
plug, proceed as follows:

Wire colour Plug Terminal

Blue N or Blue or Black
Brown L or Brown or Red

        Use a BS1363 approved plug.

Fit a 3 amp BS1362 approved fuse in the plug.

Ring The REN (Ring Equivalence Number) of a BT
equivalence line is 4, which means that a maximum of four
number telephones or apparatus with a REN of 1 may be connected in parallel.

The REN of the Opera exchange ports is 1 which means that three
telephones of REN 1 could be connected in parallel with the Opera.

The Opera extension ports have a total REN of 1 which means that only
telephones with a REN of 1 or less should be connected to the extensions.

Relative levels Extension telephone relative levels:
for networking

RLR (Receive Loudness Eating)        -4dB
SLR (Send Loudness Rating)           +3dB

Mode of The system operates in SCRM (Simple Call Routing Mode)
operation only with extensions 1 to 4 being associated with each PSTN line.

Call path
combinations

SHORT EXT LCUC PSTN
SHORT EXT
LCUC PSTN

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Cable loss Exchange line ports: 0 - 0.04 dB
for each port Extension ports: 0 - 1 dB

Port Port Usage Port Classification
classification Trunk line PAS

PBX Line* 3BSX
Extension 1AS
Printer 4E

* subsidiary connection
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Port to port losses
SHORT EXT LCUC PSTN

SHORT EXT
LCUC PSTN

6dB
0dB

0dB
No

Delays for call paths
SHORT EXT LCUC PSTN

SHORT EXT
LCUC PSTN

0 secs
0 secs

0 secs
No

Register recall The system is capable of recognising time break recalls on all of the
extension ports.

Extension feed When an extension is making an external call or is on an external call, the
exchange line is feeding the extension telephone instrument, i.e.: "through
fed".

Power fail        The following direct connections are made under power fail
Conditions conditions:

Line Directory No.* Extension
1 1
2 2
3 3

* To be completed by the Installer.

Selection order For outgoing calls, exchange lines are selected in the following
of PSTN lines order:

Line 1: first
Line 2: second
Line 3: third
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Warning

Read this page in detail before installation The system is subject to
legislation covering systems connected to the telephone network.

Adhere to these The system should be installed in accordance with
instructions BS6701, Parts 1 and 2.

Removal of the access cover is all that is required to access the extension
and exchange terminals during installation.  Do not remove the three
sealed screws on the base of the system, as this invalidates the warranty
and could expose you to dangerous voltages.

There are no user serviceable parts in the system other than the fuse
located in the mains plug.

Do not connect the system to the exchange lines or the mains supply until
stated in the installation procedure.

Avoid mounting the system or the extension sockets on damp walls, or in
areas exposed to damp or condensation.  Maintain at least 5Omm
clearance from main electrical outlets in all cases.

Use approved telephone cable (CW1308 series) for all extension wiring
and fix all installation wiring every 300 mm.

Use approved master sockets (LJU 2/4A) for extension connections.

On completion of installation, ensure that the user has no access to any of
the exchange line or extension conductors without the use of a tool.
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Installation

This section is a step by step guide to Opera installation. Follow the
instructions carefully.

Choosing a The location should have good ventilation and, where possible,
 location be secured against unauthorised access to the system.

The location should be free from condensation or damp.  Avoid installing
the system in areas plumbed for water - for example: kitchens, bathrooms,
etc.

A mains power socket should be provided within two metres of the system.

Wall mounting Fix the Opera to the wall via the fixing holes using the three No. 8 screws
the Opera provided.

Loosen the access cover screw and lift off the cover.  Fix the screw for the
centre keyhole first.  Hang the Opera on the keyhole and mark the position
on the wall of the two remaining fixing holes.

Remove the Opera.  Drill the holes as marked.  Re-hang the Opera and fix
the two remaining screws.  The Opera should be firm against the wall but
do not over tighten the screws.

Planning the For each extension telephone, a master line jack(LJU 2/4A) is required into
Extension which you plug the telephone
telephone
wiring

To connect the line jack to the Opera, an appropriate length of two wire
cable is required.  Use approved cable (CW1308 series).

As there are restrictions on the maximum length of this cable to guarantee
correct telephone operation, never exceed 46 ohms which is the equivalent
to 250 metres of 0.5mm copper wire.

Never route extension wiring outside the premises as this could expose the
system and its users to hazardous voltages such as lightning.

If less than the maximum number of extensions are being installed, always
install extension 1 first, then extension 2, and 3, and so on.

Installing the     Wall mount the extension telephone master socket
socket for each Prepare the two wires of the cable and connect one wire to terminal
extension number 2 and the other to terminal number 5 of the master socket (polarity

independent).

Route the extension cable to the Opera system observing good building
wiring practice by maintaining at least 5Omm clearance between the
extension cable and mains power cable, exchange line or other building
cable.
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Prepare the cable and connect the two wires to the appropriate two
terminals on the Opera. (The pairs of extension terminals are located in the
access area and marked in groups of two as Ext 1, Ext 2, Ext 3, etc.)

Installing the For each line, proceed as follows, using a pair of wires for each line.
exchange lines

Prepare the two wires of the cable and connect them to the appropriate
two line terminals on the Opera system marked in groups of two as L1 (line
1), L2 (line 2), and L3 (line 3).

Installing the Ignore this section if no printer is to be used with the opera
printer

The Opera has a passive printer port which can be used to transmit call
management data to a printer with a RS-232 serial port. The printer should
be connected to the opera printer port with connections as shown below:

The printer setting should be as follows:

•  4800 baud
•  8 data bit parity
•  no parity
•  1 start bit

(Please refer to your printer manual for details on set-up procedures).

Never route printer wiring outside the premises as this could expose the
system and its users to hazardous voltages such as lightning.

Note that, if the printer is connected, it should print out Call Management
heading 10 seconds after mains power up. If not, check the printer
connections again. Also, note that any confirmed calls on an external line
will be logged on the printer.

Testing the Plug a telephone into the socket for extension 1. Make a local call from
PABX without extension 1 and check for normal operation.
mains power

Arrange for someone to ring you on the exchange line number and check
for normal operation

Repeat this step for extensions 2 and 3, if lines 2 and 3 are installed.

Testing the Plug telephones into all extension sockets.
PABX with
mains power Plug the Opera system into the mains socket.
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Lift each telephone handset in turn and cheek for continuous dial tone.

For each extension in turn, dial '9'.  Wait for exchange dial tone and make
a local call.

Make a call to each extension by dialling the extension digit from another
telephone and check that the telephone rings.  Have someone answer
the calls and check the speech path.

Arrange for an incoming call on each exchange line and check that it
rings at extensions 1, 2, 3, and 4, and can be answered by the se
extensions.  Pick up the handset at each ringing telephone and cheek
that you receive the incoming call.

Notes The following notes accompany the installation instructions:

(1) The Opera 206/308 PABX learns the type of signalling
(multifrequency or loop-disconnect) used at each extension.  It will,
therefore, be necessary to power down the Opera when changing
the type of signalling used at any extension.

(2) The Opera 206/308 PABX provides a metallic path between the
exchange line and the extension telephone.  It is therefore necessary
to match the extension telephone signalling type to the exchange line
signalling type.

(3) Upon power-up after installation, the Opera will contain the system
default configuration The Opera may be configured to the user's own
requirements by system programming.  The default configuration and
full instructions for system programming are given in Appendix Bl and
Section 2 respectively of the Opera 206/308 Extension User's Guide.

(4) Data entered during system programming is held in non-volatile
memory and will be retained while power is removed from the Opera.
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System Maintenance

Maintenance must be carried out by authorised personnel i.e. a BSI
registered maintainer.

Warranty Maintenance carried out by any unqualified
invalidation personnel is illegal under the '1984 Telecommunications Act' and will

invalidate the product warranty.

System faults The  previous sections within this manual should be used to identify and
rectify any system faults.

Replacement There are only five replacement items within the
items Opera System.

•  Main PCB
•  Software (EPRO"
•  Fuse (FS1)
•  Fuse (FS2)
•  Plastic case

Note: The above spares are only available to BSI registered
maintainers.

Safety warning It is imperative for system safety that, if for any reason, the internal fuses
(FS1 or FS2) are replaced, the plastic fuse holder covers must be
refitted.


